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INTRODUCTION 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
India is bestowed with an extensive wealth of 
lacustrine fishery resources consisting of numerous 
reservoirs and lakes. These aquatic ecosystems occupy a 
peerless status among the protein sources of the country. 
Only a few nations in the world are endowed with such a vast 
and varied expanse of open waters, displaying high diversity 
in their biotic and abiotic characteristics. Reservoirs 
constitute the prime inland fishery resource in the country 
by virtue of their enormous production potential. According 
to the National Commission on the Agriculture, at present 
about 8365 reservoirs in India have been recorded amounting 
to a total water spread area of about 3 million hectare. The 
area is projected to become 6 million hectare by the end of 
present century (Jhingran^ 1988). Bhukaswan (1980) put the 
figure at 20,000 sq.km. India accounts for more than 50 per 
cent of total South East Asian reservoir area. Compared to 
several developed countries, the per hectare fish production 
in Indian reservoir is very poor, being only about 15 
kg/ha/year as against 100 kg/ha/year in Sri Lanka and 6^.5 
kg/ha/year in Thai land(Jhingran L Unnithan, 1990). 
Research pursuits by the Central Inland Capture 
Fisheries Research Institute <CICFRI^ Barrackpore, West 
Bengal after the last four decades have culminated in 
generation of technologies opening a new vistas for enhanced 
organic production from such resources, and turning them into 
production baskets through scientific management over the 
objectives yet to be realised. According to study conducted 
by the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad, Shrivastava 
et aJ (19B3), the ATBA covered by 975 reservoirs in the size 
range of 1000 to 10,000 ha was 1.7 million ha and 0.75 
million ha under freshwater ponds. Jhingran C1988) revealed 
an average fish production from inland waters from 6-1^ 
kg/ha/year. This leaves immense scope for development from 
this sector and calls for an accelerated drive to enhance 
their productivity. It is estimated that the reservoir 
fisheries development has the potential to generate 
additional material income to the tune of Rs.lOO crore per 
year and can provide employment to lakh of fishermen and 
workers in the ancillary industries (Shrivastava and Reddy^ 
1983). 
Recognising the importance of this resource, the Central 
and State governments have launched massive efforts to 
develop reservoir fisheries in the country. Recent successes 
achieved by the Central Capture Fisheries Research Institute 
in formulating Management guidelines for different categories 
of reservoirs have been instrumental in creating a new 
awareness about the significance of reservoir fisheries in 
India. The reservoir fisheries is now receiving active 
attention of Food and Agriculture OrgavTi^atiQH of thp I4>iitpfl 
Nations (F.A.O.) and many countries as a potential area of 
large scale development in future. Besides prevalent fishing 
methods, many new technologies will be added to increase fish 
production like cage culture, pen culture, recirculation of 
nutrients etc. 
A good number of research work on fish culture in the 
> reservoirs in India has been done by several workers (Dubey 
and Mehra, 1959; Ranganathan and Natarajan, 1969; Menon, 
1969; Alikunhi et aJ. 1971; Jhingran, 1987; Kuldip Kumar, 
1990). Rawson (195S) discussed morphometric characteristics 
of the reservoirs and its effect on reservoir fisheries. 
Sreenivasan (1969) worked on the productivity of various 
reservoirs. Jhingran & Unnithan (1990) proposed management 
plan of small reservoir fisheries. Siddique et aJ . (1978) 
assessed culture fishery potential of Aligarh district in 
Uttar Pradesh. Various authors (Pillay, 1968; Anon, 1966, 
1969; Tripathi, 1971; Selvaraj #^ *7. 1990; Khan, 1988; 
Khalid, 1990 and others) suggested various stocking rates for 
major carps to obtain maximum sustained yield from inland 
waters. 
The state Madhya Pradesh with its hilly terrains of 
Vindhyas and Satpuras, is fortunate to be source of many 
important rivers of India. Out of the 1^ major river systems, 
the state has as many as 7 rivers namely the Narmada, the 
Tapti, the Mahanandi, the Betwa, the Chambal and the Sone. 
Important tributaries of the Ganga and Yamuna basin are the 
Chambal, the BetMa, the Sone, the Sindh and the Ken also 
originate from the Vindhyas in Madhya Pradesh. 
The state has 3.60* lakh hectare water area readily 
available for fisheries development. This constitutes about 
7.82 per cent of the total inland water area of the country. 
The state has the potential for producing 1 lakh tonnes of 
fish annually.The existing production indicates a realisation 
of only 31 per cent of this potential (Tuli , 1988). Guna 
district of Madhya Pradesh has bright prospects for inland 
fisheries because of its vast resources in the form of 
rivers, reservoirs, streams and ponds. In Guna district there 
is a good drainage system on which a number of multipurpose 
reservoirs are located with a total area of 8970.^+7 ha and 
few more reservoirs are still under construction. 
The main objective of the present study is to review and 
examine critically the process, progress and present status 
of reservoir fisheries resources of Guna district, so as to 
ameliorate the socio-economic status of the fishermen and 
tribal people inhabiting in the Guna district of Madhya 
Pradesh . 
CHAPTER-1 
D E S C R I R T I O N O R T H E S T U D Y A R E A 
M A T E R I A L S A M D M E T H O D S 
LOCATION : 
Buna district is located in the Malwa plateau of North 
western part of Madhya Pradesh and covers an area of 11017 
sq. km. The rocky and hilly terrain of the district is having 
a northward drainage. The district Buna came into existence 
in 1937. It is surrounded by U.P. in the east, Rajasthan in 
the west, Shivpuri district in the north, Vidisha and Bhopal 
districts in the south. 
Buna is the main city of Buna district situated at 2^«-
^3'N latitude and 77''-i6'E longitude and stands at an 
approximate height of 467 meter above mean sea level. Buna is 
accessible by road and railways. The rail link is possible to 
all over India from Bina railway station located about 90 km 
to the south-east of Buna. It is also situated in the Agra-
Bombay National Highway. The Buna district can be included in 
the northern tropical dry deciduous forest (Krishnan, 1967). 
The soil of the area is of two types, the reddish brown 
laterite soil on hill top and the black soil at the foot-
hills. Vegetation is mainly deciduous type. 
METEOROLOGICAL CONDITION 
The climate of Guna district can bo termed as monsoonic. 
The meteorological data recorded at Guna by Meteorological 
Department may be regarded as the representative of nearly 
all parts of Guna district with slight differences due to 
local physical environment. The climate of this region can be 
distinguished broadly into three consecutive seasons, summer, 
rainy and winter. The duration of summer starts from March 
and ends about the middle of June. May is the hottest month 
during summer. The rain usually starts in the mid-June and 
withdraws in October. The rainfall in this region is due to 
the north-west monsoon and heavy rains were recorded from 
July to September. The winter begins in November and lasts 
till the end of February. The meteorological conditions have 
been summarized in Table-1. 
Temperature 
The highest temperature of ^l.S'C was recorded in the 
month of May and minimum of SS'C in December. Day temperature 
was high during April and May followed by hot winds. 
/taJnfsIJ 
Rainy season usually starts in the mid of June and the 
maximum rainfall recorded during 1990 was 11^.5 mm on e9th of 
June and minimum 1.8 mm in the month of January. Total annual 
rainfall recorded was 1195 mm. 
The makimum relative humidity of 95*/i was recorded on 
S.8.90 and minimum relative humidity of 5% on 23.3.90. 
ffumJ if J ty 
The maximum relative humidity of 95% was recorded on 
2.8.90 and minimum relative humidity of 5*/. on 23.3.90. 
UjTit/ ve7oci ty 
Maximum wind velocity of ^8 km/hr was recorded on 2.3.90 
and minimum of 1 km/hr on 26.4.90 and 30.11.90, respectively. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
In the present investigation, surveys were carried out 
in most of the reservoirs in the district which included 
hydrobiological study in Makrauda reservoir which was 
selected for study and is situated 6 km from Guna. 
Informations were gathered through experiments at the site, 
personal interviews were conducted among the fish farmers and 
local tribals residing in the vicinity of some of the 
reservo irs. 
Secondary data on major carps, seed stocking and annual 
fish yield were collated from the fisheries department. The 
data has been analysed to assess the reservoir fishery 
resources, commercial fishery exploitation, stocking 
operations and seed resources survey for a period from 1986-
90. Surveys were also conducted in most of the fish landing 
sites and markets, where the fish species were identified. 
Conservation and management of the reservoir have been 
described in reference to the uplift of the rural people for 
their betterment of life. Water level data of the reservoir 
was taken from the office of the Suprintendent Engineer 
irrigation department and meteorological data was collected 
from the meteorological department. 
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A field kit containing all necessary equipment, reagents 
and sampling accessories were carried to the field. Samplings 
were carried out by a boat. The methodology for the analysis 
of water, plankton was used following the methods of Welch 
(19^8), APHA (1975). 
Methodology for physico-chemical analysis of water is as 
follows : 
1 . f^rSICAL AttALYSIS 
a. Temperature ~ By centigrade mercury thermometer 
graduated upto llO'C. 
b. Secchi transparency - The transparency of water was 
measured by Secchi disc having a diameter of SO cm and 
alternate white and black colour quadrates. 
c. Hydrogen Ion concentration <pH) - pH was determined with 
the ' help of both narrow and broad range Whatman pH 
indicator papers. 
d. Conductivity - The conductivity of water sample was 
obtained with the help of systronics conductivity meter 
(Type 305). 
E. Cfii»7CAL AttALYS/S 
a. Dissolved oxygen - The dissolved oxygen of water sample 
was analysed by Winkler's modified method Earlier given 
by Welch (19^8). 
b. Free carbondioxide - Free carbondioxide of water was 
analysed by method given by Welch (19^8) and 
phenoIpthalein was used as an indicator. 
c. Carbonate and Bicarbonate alkalinity - Carbonate and 
Bicarbonate alkalinity was analysed by method of Welch 
(1948) using phenolpthalein and Methyl orange as an 
indicator. 
d. Hardness -
(i) Total Hardness ~ Total hardness was analysed as 
prescribed by A.P.H.A. (1975) EDTA titrimetric method 
^}-
and using total hardness tablet as an indicator. 
>\ 
(ii) Calcium Hardness - It was analysed as prescribed by APHA 
(1975) using titrimetric method using calcium hardness 
as an indicator. 
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c. Chloride - Chlorides of water were analysed by 
argentometric method (APHA, 1975) and using Potassium 
chromate as an indicator. 
f. Phosphate - Phosphate from water was determined as 
prescribed by Wilde et aJ . (1972). 
g. Nitrate - Nitrate - nitrogen from water was analysed 
using phenol-disulphonic acid method (NEERI (1979). 
ANALYSIS OF PLANKTON 
The water samples were collected and filtered through a 
bolting silk plankton net having a diameter of 25 cm and a 
length of 50 cm with a mesh size of 60 micrometer. The lower 
end of the cone of the plankton net was fitted to the glass 
tube of 50 ml capacity. After filtering, the filtrate was 
transferred to a plastic plankton bottle. The samples were 
preserved in 5'/. formalin. 
Qr\ return to the laboratory, the plankton were examined 
under microscope to identify upto generic level. 
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TABLE - 1. DATA SHOWING METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF 6UNA 
FROM JANUARY 1990 TO DECEMBER 1990. 
1. Max. Temperature : 41.5«C 01.05.90 
2. Min. Temperature : 03.5" C 30.ie.90 
3. Max. Wind velocity 48 km/hr 82.03.90 
4. Min. Wind velocity 1 km/hr 26.0<^.90, 30.11.90 
5. Max. Relative humidity: 95 */. 02.08.90 
6. Min. Relative Humidity: 5*/. 23.03.90 
7. Max. Atmospheric 
pressure 732 mm of Hg 03.02.90, 20.11.90 
8. Min. Atmospheric 
pressure 717 mm of Hg 02.07.90 
9. Total rainfall 1195 mm 
10. Max. rainfall (day) : 1145 mm 29.06.90 
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CHAPTER-2 
R E S E R V O I R R I S H E R Y R E S O U R C E S A N D I T S 
I C H X H Y O R A U N A O R G U N A D I S T R I C T 
One of the major developmental activities in our country 
since independence has been the taming of the rivers to 
harness the water resources for power generation, flood 
control, irrigation etc. In the process large number of 
reservoirs have come into existence. These water bodies form 
an important inland fishery resources by virtue of their 
sheer magnitude. Guna district of Madhya Pradesh is 
potentially rich in inland fishery resources which is yet to 
be fully exploited. As a result of the construction of 
several multipurpose projects across the rivers, a number of 
small and medium sized reservoirs are now available in Guna 
district, the total water spread area of which is 7^91.799 ha 
which are basically meant for irrigation and water supply to 
the towns and industries. But now-a-days most of the water 
bodies are being used for culture and capture fishery. 
Out of the existing 7^91.79 ha of total water area, 
about 6108.SB ha are large medium and small reservoirs and 
the rest 1382.97 ha of the water comprise village ponds and 
tanks. There are SO reservoirs in the district. In addition 
to these a few more are under construction. Almost all these 
reservoirs are of small and medium categories. The district 
has various perennial rivers viz. the Betwa, the Sindh, the 
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Parbati etc. Drainage of Buna district along with the 
reservoir is shown in Fig.l. No organized fishery activity, 
worth the name is being practised in any of these reservoirs 
resulting of low annual fish yield of meagre 6 kg to 8 kg per 
ha in the district. The production of major carps has 
considerably decreased from 56.18 per cent of the total 
catches in 1985-86 to S3.63 per cent in 1989-90. This is 
probably due to low stocking of carp fry and fishing practice 
even during closed season. Poor rainfall from 1986-89 may 
have affected adversely the carp product ion.^On the contrary 
the per cent composition of minor carps and catfishes have 
increased from ^3.98 per cent of the total catches in 1985-86 
to 76.31 per cent in 1989-90 (Table-3). 
STOCKING OF FISH SEED 
Stbcking is considered a management measure undertaken 
to enhance and optimize the fish yield of lacustrine bodies. 
Stocking becomes necessary to enlarge species spectrum and to 
correct the imbalances in utilization of different ecological 
niches by the commercial fishes (Jhingran, 1988). In the past 
there was inadequate stocking of carp fry but regular 
stocking of fish seed started from 1985-86 onwards with 7.^7 
lakh fish fry which was not enough for development of major 
carp fishery in the reservoir. During the first E-3 years of 
impoundments, the reservoir pass through a transient phase of 
1^ 
trophic burst characterised by an abundant supply of fish 
food organism. This is the ideal time for implanting 
desirable species to build up stocks (Jhingran, 1988). 
Another important fishery is the Mahseer but it is yet 
to be exploited. Mahseer is found in all the river systems of 
Madhya Pradesh like the Chambal, the Narmada and others. The 
Mahseer species available is Tor patJtors. It is probably due 
to the fact that Buna district has some of the hilly terrain 
of Vindhyas and Mahseer find the needed ecology for its 
breeding and propagation. But the construction of dams have 
undoubtedly created hurdles in the free movement of the 
splendid riverine Mahseer. In 6una district Mahseer is 
available in Sanjay Sagar and Bharoli reservoirs, but due to 
lack of conservation,the Mahseer is showing a general decline. 
There Are five hatcheries including a Chinese hatchery 
which is located at the site of Makrauda reservoir and it is 
capable to produce about ^3 lakh of major carp fry every 
year. It is a system in which breeding is undertaken in a 
series of cisterns. It provides running water in large 
volumes. There a.re separate sections for breeding and 
hatching of eggs and the flow is arranged by gravity. The 
method does not provide for filtration of waste, controlled 
temperature and oxygenation. To a certain extent flowing of 
water meets the oxygen requirements. 
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FISHERMEN'S CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETY 
There are six fishermen co-operative societies having a 
total members of 148 fishermen engaged in fishing activities. 
The district fisheries department controls the right of lease 
various reservoirs and ponds. The co-operative societies 
extend loans to the fishermen for procuring their daily 
necessities building huts, purchase of yarn and accident 
group insurance scheme as part of Govt. incentives to 
socially and economically deprived fishermen. To develop a 
spirit of competition amongst tribals of the co-operative 
society some portion of lakes have been leased to private 
contractors. Local tribals should be trained in fishing 
operation technology. They should also be provided some 
incentives to take up fishing as their profession. 
CLASSIFIED LIST OF FISHES FROM THE RESERVOIRS 
OF GUNA DISTRICT 
There Are varieties of fish fauna which are being 
identified on the basis of morphometric characters using Day 
1S78. The reservoir fish fauna documented from commercial 
fish catches is known to constitute 39 species, belonging to 
thirteen families. The family Cyprinidae, constituting 1*^  
species is best represented. Of the 39 species only 20 are 
considered to be truly food fishes; of these only 11 are 
caught in significant numbers in any reservoirs. 
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TABLE - e. FISH FAUNA IN THE RESERVOIRS OF BUNA DISTRICT. 
Family Name 
Cyprinidae 1. Cat!a cat J a (Ham.) 
2. Ladeo rohita (Ham.) 
3. Labeo caJbasu (Ham.) 
^. Labeo gonads (Ham.) 
5. Labeo fjmbriatus (Ham.) 
6. Labeo bat a (Ham.) 
7. Cirrbinus mrigaJa (Ham.) 
8. Cirrbjnus reba (Ham.) 
9. isomas ifonricus (Ham. ) 
10. ffxygaster bacaJJa (Ham.) 
11. Pant jus cboJa (Ham.) 
IS. Puntjas sarana (Ham.) 
13. fantais ticta (Ham.) 
14. Tor patjtora (Ham.) 
Bagridae 1 . tiystus mystas (Ham.) 
S. tiystus tengra (Ham.) 
3. ttystas aor (Ham.) 
4. tiystus seengbaJa (Sykes. ) 
5. tiystas vJttatus (Ham.) 
6. Sit a rita (Ham.) 
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Centropomidae 1 . Cftanda nsma < Han) • ) 
S. ChanJa facuJis (Ham.) 
3 . Chan J a ranpa (Ham.) 
Claridae 
Or 
1 . Claris batracftus 
Mastacembelidae 1. flastacembeJus armatus (Lace.) 
2. (iastacembeJus acuJeatus (Bloch.) 
Mugilidae 1. tiugjj corsoJa 
S. Hotopterus notopterua (Ham.) 
Channidas 1. Cbanna gacbua (Ham.) 
S. Cbanna maruJius (Ham.) 
3. Cbanna pt/nctatas (Bloch.) 
^. Cbanna striatus (Bloch.) 
Heterapneustidae 1. Seteropneustes fossiJJs (Bloch.) 
Siluri dae 1. l/mpok bimacuJatus (Bloch.) 
S. 9mpok pabJa (Ham.) 
3. UalJapo attu (Schn.) 
Sisoridae 1. BagarJus bagarjas (Ham.) 
Nandidae 1. Manifus nan J us (Ham.) 
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TABLE - 3. FISH YIELD DURING 1985 - 1990 IN 6UNA DISTRICT. 
YEAR TOTAL (Kg) PRODUCTION QUANTITY PER CENT MISCELLANEOUS 
(Kg/hac) <Kg) CONTRI- QUANTITY PER CENT 
BUTION (Kg) CONTRI-
BUTION !•'.: 
1885-86 80195.000 5.694 
1986-87 28880.850 6.435 
1987-88 88954.000 8.165 
1988-89 80735.000 5.847 
1989-90 24640.000 6.948 
11347.000 56.18 8848.000 43.98 
11754.250 51.50 11066.000 48.49 
6636.500 22.92 22280.000 76.94 
6398.500 30.85 14320.000 69.06 
5824.500 23.63 18804.500 76.31 
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CHAPTER-3 
C A R R 3 E : E : D S X O C K I I M G &. A N N U A L R I S H V I E U D 
I N X H E R E S E R V O I R S O F G U N A D I S T R I C T 
The fishes form an important biotic community of the 
reservoir. In order to make suitable management programme on 
reservoir fisheries, it is essential to assess the standing 
crop of fishes. Most of the reservoirs are stocked with major 
carp seed viz. CatJa catJa, Labeo rohjta and Cirrhinus 
arJgaJa to exploit culture fishery. 
In the present study an assessment of fish population 
and production Mas made on the basis of the data on the 
annual stocking of carp fingerlings and commercial fish 
landing of the reservoirs. The available data on the fish 
yield for the years 1985-90 accounts to an average yield of 
6.8^ kg/ha/yr. This poor yield is consequent to the poor 
stocking of major carp seed during the above period. Five 
years data of annual stocking and fish production of all the 
reservoirs has been assessed. Seven reservoirs viz. Makrauda, 
Mohri, Rampur, Koncha, Sajnmau, Mola and Dhakoni out of the 
twenty reservoirs have been selected for qualitative analysis 
of the fish production. It has been observed that among the 
carps Cirrfijnus mrJgaJa, Labeo fimbriatus and Labeo bata 
formed the main bulk of fishery. Catfishery was mainly 
constituted of Ompok bimacuJatus., tiyst^us sp. and UaJJago 
a&tu. Amongst miscellaneous species Channa spp. was most 
prevalent in these waters. 
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Fig.2 shows the annual stocking of carp fry and annual 
production of carps in the district from the year 19B5-1990. 
It reveals a poor carp production about ^ kg/ha/yr against an 
average stocking rate of 335 carp fry/ha/yr. 
Fig.3 shoMS the annual fish production in different 
years in sev«Ml medium sized reservoirs of the district. It 
reveals that fish production in Makrauda reservoir is almost 
stable from the year 1985-1990 unlike other reservoirs which 
show annual fluctuation in their fish production. 
Fig.^ to Fig.6 show the carp seed stocking and fish 
production in Mohri, Rampur, and Sajnmau reservoir 
respectively. In Mohri reservoir it reveals that there Is a 
decrease in stocking of fish seed from 1985 onwards, but the 
carp production exhibited an increasing trend from 1985 to 
1988 as a result of initial stocking but it gradually 
decreased in the successive year. This was due to decreasing 
stocking pattern. Fig.5 depicting Rampur reservoir shows an 
inverse relationship between fish stocking and fish 
production. The various factors which seems to affect this 
relationship ar6 over fishing due to non observance of closed 
season and heavy predation. However in Fig.6 of Sajnmau re-
servoir it shows different picture as carp seed stocking and 
carp production increased from 1985 to 1988 but decrease in 
carp production was recorded with decrease in stocking rate. 
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FIG. 6. CARP FRY STOCKING AND PRODUCTION FROM SAJNMAU 
RESERVOIR. 
Fig.7 shows the percentage composition of the three 
species of major carps yield in Guna district. It has been 
observed that the yield of mrigal has increased considerably 
from the year 1985-1990, whereas yield of rohu and catla were 
showing a declining trend. An apparent .cause for the 
declining of rohu and catla may be due to non-availability of 
adequate size and good broods of catla and rohu, consequently 
low seed production of these two species in hatcheries, Gupta 
(Personal Communication, 1991). 
The contribution of miscellaneous fish species viz. 
minor carps, catfishes, murrels, featherbacks and forage fish 
has been invariably higher than the major carps. Hence, the 
net revenue is poor. Since many of the reservoirs harbour 
different species of predatory fishes it is desirable to 
stock them with fingerlings of 100-SOO mm in sizeCAnon, 
1981). The man-made lakes and reservoirs are reported to be 
very productive usually during the initial five years after 
their formation and massive stocking of the reservoirs during 
the initial phase with fingerlings of economically important 
fast growing fishes at all ages will prove useful to utilise 
all the available food resources. As a result of low stocking 
in the reservoirs the fish yield had been conspicuously low. 
The production potentiality was not properly harnessed during 
the initial phase. 
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FIG 7. PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF MAJOR CARPS YIELD 
IN GUNA DISTRICT. 
TABLE - i*. ANNUAL STOCKING OF CARP FRY AND ANNUAL PRODUCTION 
OF CARPS IN 6UNA DISTRICT OF MADHYA PRADESH. 
YEAR SEED STOCKING Seeds/ha PRODUCTION Kg/ha/yr 
1985-86 7.47 Lakhs - 405 11347.000 kg - 6.16 
1986-87 4.55 Lakhs - 288 11754.250 kg - 7.44 
1987-88 10.62 Lakhs - 321 6681.500 kg - 2.14 
1988-89 10.15 Lakhs - 419 6415.000 kg - 2.69 
1989-90 7.38 Lakhs - 242 5835.500 kg - 2.05 
TABLE - 5. CARP SEED STOCKING &. PRODUCTION FROM MOHRI 
RESERVOIR. 
YEAR SEED STOCKING Seeds/ha PRODUCTION Kg/ha/yr 
1985-86 79800.00 
1986-87 65000.00 
1987-88 70000.00 
1130 
920 
997 
875 kg 12.46 
875 kg 12.46 
1224 kg 17.43 
1988-89 44000.00 626 85 kg 1.21 
1989-90 15000.00 213 98 kg 1.39 
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TABLE - 6. CARP SEED STOCKING &• PRODUCTION FROM RAMPUR 
RESERVOIR. 
YEAR SEED STOCKING Seeds/ha PRODUCTION Kg/ha/yr 
1985-86 89600.00 
1986-87 S9000.00 
1987-88 93000.00 
1988-89 128000.00 
1989-90 85000.00 
216 
70 
22^ 
309 
205 
1616 kg 3.90 
1223.5 kg 2.95 
795.5 kg 1.92 
1117.5 kg 2.69 
80^ kg 1.9^ 
TABLE - 7. CARP SEED STOCKING & PRODUCTION FROM SAJNMAU 
RESERVOIR. 
YEAR SEED STOCKING Seeds/ha PRODUCTION Kg/ha/yr 
1985-86 58230.00 
1986-87 71000.00 
1987-88 89000.00 
1988-89 70000.00 
1989-90 56000.00 
^84 
591 
741 
582 
257 kg 
173 kg 
1864 kg 
555 kg 
2.139 
1.446 
2007 kg 16.711 
15.52 
4.62 
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CHAPTER-4 
H Y D R O — B I O L O e Y A N D F^  I B H E R Y S T A T U e O R 
M A K R A U D A R E S E R V O I R 
The Makrauda reservoir came into t)eing as a result of 
darning the Negri river in 1980. The reservoir is situated at 
a distance of about 6 km from Guna town and located at 
latitude S^^-^S'N latitude and 77«>-16E' longitude. The main 
objective of the reservoir was to fulfil the irrigation 
demands and to control water floods, but later it has also 
used for cultivation of major carps. The salient features of 
Makrauda reservoir are given in Table - 8. 
TABLE - 8. PHYSICAL AND MORPHOMETRIC FEATURES OF MAKRAUDA 
RESERVOIR. 
1. Name of the reservoir 
S. Name of the river dammed 
: Makrauda 
: Negri 
3. Location 
(a) Longitude 
(b) Latitude 
: 77 0 - 16' 
: 24» - if3 
(c) State 
(d) District 
(e) Village 
; Madhya Pradesh 
: Guna 
; Bhairoghati 
S5 
<^ . Year of completion of the dam : 1980 
5. Purpose ; Irrigation 
6. Dam : 
(a) Length : 3708 ft 
(b) Height : 83.60 ft 
(c) Width : 15.00 ft 
(d) Number of sluice gates : 1 
7. Reservoir : 
(a) Gross storage capacity : 1648 211 m.cft 
(b) Dead storage capacity : 198.357 m-cft 
(c) Full tank level : 1507.00 ft 
(d) Ulater spread area : 846.42 ha. 
(e) Productive water area : 503.42 ha. 
8. Area irrigated and main crops ; 10542.84 ha. 
wheat, gram, paddy and 
soyabean. 
9. Catchment area ; 168.76 km. 
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TABLE - 9. ANNUAL RAINFALL IN THE MAKRAUDA RESERVOIR FROM 
1986-1990. 
Year Rainfall in mm 
1986 560.25 mm 
1987 8^0.10 mm 
1988 766.09 mm 
1989 6^2.19 mm 
1990 996.57 mm 
T a b l e - 9 shows a n n u a l r a i n f a l l i n Makrauda r e s e r v o i r 
from 1986 to 1990, which r a n g e s from 5 6 0 . 2 5 mm t o 9 9 6 . 5 7 mm. 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF MAKRAUDA 
RESERVOIR DURING 1 9 9 0 
P h y s i c o - c h e m i c a l c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of wa^er i s t h e major 
d e t e r m i n i n g f a c t o r of t h e p a t t e r n of a q u a t i c b i o t a a s we l l a s 
p r i m a r y and s e c o n d a r y p r o d u c t i v i t y of t h e a q u a t i c e c o s y s t e m . 
In I n d i a p h y s i c o - c h e m i c a l s t u d y of wa te r h a s been c a r r i e d by 
( P u r t h i 1933; S r e e n i v a s a n 1969, 1970; Qasim et^ jj. 1969; Unni 
1972,* D a t t a e^ aJ. 1985; Goel 1985, Qayoom et aJ. 1989) 
e t c . 
The i n v e s t i g a t i o n s c o v e r e d t h r e e s e a s o n s of t h e yea r 
1990 i . e . w i n t e r , summer and monsoon and t h e p a r a m e t e r s 
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analysed includes temperature, secchi transparency 
conductivity, pH, dissolved oxygen, free carbondioxide, 
alkalinity, chloride, hardness, nitrate and phosphate. 
Parameters like water temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen, free 
carbon dioxide and alkalinity were determined immediately 
after collection of water sample. For determination of other 
parameters, standard preservative were added to the water 
sample and then taken to the laboratory for analysis 
(Jhingran 1969 and NEERI 1988). 
AMB/mr AMD HAT£ft T£nfi£fiATaA£ 
The ambient temperature ranged from SO.8 to 3^.9"C 
(Table -|J). It was minimum in winter and maximum in summer. 
Seasonal changes in ambient temperature can be discussed on 
the basis of solar radiation and humidity present in the 
atmosphere water temperature varied from 20.3 to 3S.S«'C. The 
fluctuation of water temperature is due to low and high 
intensity of incident sunlight. 
s£cc/f/ rAAnsfiAf(£ncr 
Secchi transparency has been used to measure 
phytoplankton density in productive water bodies values of 
secchi transparency varied from 3^.8 to 71.y. Seasonal values 
were minimum and maximum during summer and winter 
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respectively. The maximum secchi transparency in winter may 
be due to the sedimentation of suspended particles and silt 
and minimum during summer may be due to low water level. 
Cffftoacr/v/rr 
The conductivity of water is its capacity to conduct 
electric current. In Makrauda reservoir conductivity varied 
from 383.78 to 526.18 micro mhos cm" . The minimum values 
during winter might be due to dilution of water following 
rainy season, high sedimentation of minerals etc. Trivedy et 
a/. (1985) have also reported similar results. 
pH measurement gives the intensity of acidic or basic 
character of water. The highest value of pH was recorded in 
summer whereas lowest during winter. Minimum values of pH 
during summer may be due to high photosynthetic activity of 
phytoplankton and macrophytes. 
D/ssffLveo firrseei 
Distribution and sustenance of aquatic biota depends 
largely on the concentration of dissolved oxygen in a 
water body. The oxygen source in water are photosynthetic 
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release wind action(Ellis ^^ dfy.,.19^6). DOg values varied 
from 3.6 to 8.0 mgl~ . The minimum value was during monsoon 
and maximum during winter. During rainy season, when solar 
radiation and photosynthetic activity were retarded due to 
cloudy weather and turbid water, the oxygen content was 
naturally low. The high concentration during .winter can be 
attributed to low temperature greater solar radiation and 
higher photosynthetic rate. Reid (1961) has stated that 
solubility at oxygen in water increases by lowering of 
temperature. 
fA££ CAf<B0n-OlffrjD£ 
The carbon-dioxide occurs mainly due to respiration of 
aquatic biota and bacterial decomposition of organic matter. 
Free carbon dioxide was absent during winter and summer but 
was present during monsoon periods. Presence of free carbon-
dioxide during rainy season might be due to low utilization 
of carbon-dioxide during photosynthesis. 
cAaeffttAre Atto B/CAAeanAre ALKALHt/rr 
Alkalinity in water is usually due to carbonates, 
bicarbonates and hydroxides and also due to borates, 
phosphates and silicates. Carbonate and Bicarbonate 
alkalinity varied from 16 to 48 mgl~^ and 68 to ISO mgl~^ 
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respectively. Carbonates were minimum during monsoon and 
maximum in summer, while bicarbonates were minimum and 
maximum in winter and summer. Seasonal variation of carbonate 
was just opposite to bicarbonates. It was because of high 
photosynthesis during which bicarbonates are converted into 
carbonates and carbon-dioxide is utilized. 
CifLffA/DS 
Chloride in water is due to organic wastes of animal and 
human etc. The chloride content in the reservoir varied 
between 2S and ^6 rngl"^. It was minimum in winter and maximum 
was recorded during summer months. High concentration of 
chloride during summer might be attributed to low water level 
and increased activities of animal and human beings ^erma 
(1969). The minimum concentration during winter could be due 
to the dilution of water followed by ra;ny season. 
CALC/an, fiA6tt£S/aH AMD TffTAL i/AftOifiSS 
The hardness of water is mainly due to the compounds of 
calcium and magnesium which exist in the form of carbonates, 
bicarbonates, sulphates, chlorides etc. Calcium magnesium and 
total hardness varied from 52.1 to 6^.6 mgl~^ from 20.7 to 
28.9 mgl"^ from 75.7 to 99.1 mgl"^ respectively (Table-lt) . 
The minimum values of calcium and total hardness were 
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observed during summer while it was maximum during winter 
season. Minimum and maximum values of magnesium hardness were 
recorded during monsoon and summer season. The minimum 
concentrations of calcium and total hardness during summer 
might be due to utilization of calcium by aquatic plants and 
algaefWelch, 195S). 
Nitrate is the main factor of primary productivity. The 
most important sources of nitrate are the biological 
oxidation of organic nitrogenous substances and agricultural 
run off. Nitrate content ranged between 0.6^ to I.IS mgl~ . 
It was minimum in winter and maximum during monsoon season. 
Unni (197S) and Mehra (1976) also reported higher concentra-
tions of nitrate during rainy season. Nitrate was minimum 
during summer which might be due to the excess consumption of 
nitrate by aquatic plants during increased photosynthesis at 
higher water temperature (Symons et aJ., 1967). 
PSfffS/'fiATS 
Phosphate is one of the most important plant nutrients 
for phytoplankton growth( Goldman and Home, 1983). Values of 
phosphate varied from 0.063 to 0.07^ mgl~ . It was minimum in 
winter and maximum during summer. Lowest value of phosphate 
3S 
during monsoon season might be due to the increased 
consumption of it by macrophytes(Qasim et aJ. , 1969). Maximum 
concentration during summer might be due to low water level 
and decomposition of organic matter. 
R R O D U C X I V I X Y 
The importance of primary productivity studies in 
aquatic systems is well realised in view of its value in 
estimating the productive capacity which also provides a 
quantitative information about the amount of energy. 
Phytoplankton constitute the major segment of primary 
producers in the fresh water ecosystem. The sustainable yield 
of a fishery can be estimated by using only the measurements 
of primary production (Rawson, 1955 and Steele, 1974). 
Considerable amount of literature on the primary 
productivity of lakes and reservoirs. Sreenivasan (1966, 69) 
made an entensive studies on the limnology of some freshwater 
impoundments in Tamil Nadu in relation to productivity. Nair 
and Prabhoo (1980) studied the productivity of Neyyar 
reservoir in Kerala. Organic production in Kulgarhi and 
Gandhinagar reservoir of Madhya Pradesh have been evaluated 
by Dwevedi ei^ aJ. (1980) and Kartha and Rao (1992) 
respectively. The present study deals with the productivity 
of Makrauda reservoir. 
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For the primary productivity study the "Light-Dark 
Bottle" method has been employed "Gaardner and Gran (1927) 
of measuring metabolism by changes in dissolved oxygen. 
TABLE -10 SHOWING SEASONWISE NET AND GROSS PRIMARY PRODUCTION 
OF MAKRAUDA RESERVOIR DURING 1990 (gc/m^/d). 
Month Season Net Primary Gross Primary 
productivity productivity 
Jan 3.55 1.57 
Winter 
Feb a.19 2.68 
May 2.36 2.91 
Summer 
June 2.55 3.46 
July 2.35 1.08 
Monsoon 
Aug 1.24 1.50 
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The rate of production Mas high during winter season and 
low during rainy season. Among the various factors 
influencing the rate of primary production, the interactions 
of rainfall, the resulting turbidity and solar radiation. 
Munawar (197H), show that the inflow of nutrients following 
rain may initiate blooms of algae if there is adequate 
insolation and inorganic turbidity levels' are not excessive. 
R L A N K T O N 
Plankton stands at the base of trophic level in the 
aquatic ecosystem and is directly related with fish 
production. A knowledge of the distribution of plankton in 
time and space is of paramount importance in determining the 
fishing ground, selection of suitable species for stocking 
and determining level of utilization of reservoir management. 
Plankton can also be used as biotic indicators of trophic 
status and pollution of water (Kaushal 1979; Kferma and Datta 
Munshi 1987). 
Qualitative analysis of plankton collected from Makrauda 
reservoir were carried out. The result indicated that the 
reservoir is rich in plankton both of phytoplankton and 
zooplankton. Phytoplankton and zooplankton recorded in 
Makrauda reservoir is as follows : 
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A . PHYTOPLANKTON 
Class : Myxophyc^ae 
finabaena 
Lyngbya 
Mas toe 
ffsciJJatorJa 
Class ; Chlorophyceae 
feJiastrua 
Cosmarjum 
l/lothrjx 
tiJcrospora 
CJosterJJJum 
Sftirogyra 
Class : Bac i1 la r iophyceae 
fragllarja 
MavJci/Ja 
Pjnnularia 
MJtzscbia 
CymbeJJa 
B. ZDOPLANKTON 
Cl^ss : Protozoa 
ArceJJa 
Centropysis 
Vort-JceJ2a 
DJffJugJa 
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C l a s s : R o t i f e r a 
BracftJont/s 
fjjjnia 
Sexartftra 
Kera&eJJa 
Lecane 
fionstyJa 
PJa&yJas 
FoJyarthra 
TestuJineJIa 
C l a s s : CXadQcerA 
AJona 
Basmja 
Cerioifaphnia 
Oaptinja 
tiacrotfirix 
ffoJna 
Sj^a 
Class : Copepoda 
Cyclops 
OJaptomus 
MaupJius Jarvae 
C l a s s : Ostracoda 
Cyprjs 
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FISHERY STATUS OF MAKRAUDA RESERVOIR 
Fig.8 shows the relative abundance of fishes in liakrauda 
reservoir from 1985-90. It reveals that the production of 
major carps has considerably decreased from 1985 onwards and 
on the contrary there is an increase in the production of 
minor carps and catfishes. Looking into dwindling production 
of major carp fishery in the reservoir proper stocking policy 
has to be taken into account by eradication of catfishes 
population and simultaneous increase in stocking with major 
carp fingerlings. This would help to increase the production 
and maintain a sustained high rate of yield. 
Fig.9 shows the percentage composition of fish yield in 
Guna district and Makrauda reservoir. The trend in fish yield 
in Buna district and Makrauda reservoir is not stable. This 
may be due to irregular and illstocking of fish seed. The 
increase of fish production and subsequent reduction denotes 
an undependable pattern and calls for a caution. But the 
overall catch composition of Makrauda reservoir is better 
than other reservoirs in Guna district. There is enough 
scope to enhance the fish production two to three times from 
the Makrauda reservoir by adopting proper managerial 
measures. 
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FIG. 9. PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF FISH YIELD IN GUNA 
DISTRICT AND MAKRAUDA RESERVOIR. 
Fig. 10 shows the relationship between water level and 
commercial fish catches of Makrauda reservoir. It shows that 
the fish landing in the reservoir increases as the water 
level goes down. 
Production in major carps is decreasing due to over 
fishing and poaching during closed season, predation by 
catfishes and comparatively less rainfall from 1986 to 1989 
(TabIe-5>. The common carp is not stocked in the reservoir 
because it is not preferred by the people in this region. 
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TrtPI-E - 11. SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF WATER OF MAKRAUDA RESERVOIR 
(GUNA) DURING 1990. 
WINTER SUMMER MONSOON 
JAN FEB MAY JUNE JULY AUG 
Air- tempe- 81.1 2^.8 34.9 33.6 89.5 20.8 
rature "C 
Water tem- 20.3 23.4 32.2 30.4 26.1 27.4 
rature " C 
Transpare- 71.4 60.2 41.1 38.3 34.8 37.9 
ncy Micro 
Mohs.cm" 
Conduct ivi ty 
pH 
Disso1ved 
oxygen mg1~^ 
Free carbon-
dioxide mgl"-^ 
Carbonate 
alkalinity 
mgl"^ 
Bicarbonate 
alkalinity 
mgl"^ 
383.78 
8.2 
7.8 
-
16.0 
68.0 
409.93 
8.3 
8.0 
-
28.0 
87.0 
426.60 
9.2 
6. 1 
-
48.0 
70.0 
518.21 
9.4 
5.4 
-
46.0 
120.0 
526.18 
8.9 
3.6 
3.0 
— 
106.0 
425.26 
8.5 
5.6 
6.0 
— 
102.0 
Chloride mg1 ^ 22.0 
I har Calcium h^rd- 64.6 
ness mg 
28.0 
64.3 
42.0 
56.7 
46.0 
52.1 
38.0 
60.2 
30.0 
58.6 
Magnesium _ 24.5 26.2 28.9 23.6 20.7 27.4 
hardness mg1 ^ 
Total hardness 99.1 90.5 85.6 75.7 80.9 86.0 
mgl"^ 
Nitrate mgl~^ 0.92 0.64 0.89 0.92 1.12 0.87 
Phosphate mgl~^ 0.063 0.064 0.067 0.074 0.066 0.063 
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TABLE - IS. CARP SEED STOCKING AND PRODUCTION FROM MAKRAUDA 
RESERVOIR FROM 1984-90. 
YEAR STOCKIN6 OF 
CARP FRY (Seeds/ha) PRODUCTION (Kg/ha/yr) 
198-^-85 l.^eO Lakhs 282 4917.500 kg 9.768 
1985-86 3.138 Lakhs 623 6575.000 kg 13.060 
1986-87 1.170 Lakhs 232 9458.250 kg 18.787 
1987-88 3.530 Lakhs 701 2964.000 kg 5.887 
1988-89 3.285 Lakhs 652 3059.000 kg 6.07 
1989-90 1.172 Lakhs 232 2824.000 kg 5.609 
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CHAPTERS 
C O M M E R C I A L F-I3H E X R L O I T A T I O M 
The reservoir fish production has remained stagnant 
inspite of yearly increase in the water area due to addition 
of new impoundments. The low fish yield from reservoirs is 
certainly due to unscientific management as well as 
malpractices in the implementation of various rules avnd 
regulations. The degree of commercial exploitation of 
reservoirs in the district is low in comparison to large 
water area. 
The reservoirs are exploited in any one of the following 
ways : 
i> State Govt. Departmental fishing 
ii) Lease by auction 
iii) Issuing licenses to co-operative societies and/or 
fishing on royalty basis. 
Departmental fishing in the district is done to assess 
the quantity of fish in the reservoir before it is given on 
lease or fishing on royalty basis. Fishing is done by 
fishermen on per kg wage basis (fixed royalty based) and it 
is Rs.8/- per kg. This system of fixed royalty basis has been 
to be very effective as it guarantees proper wages to the 
^2 
fishermen. It also encourages the fishermen to increase catch 
per unit effort and to eliminate middlemen. Moreover royalty 
is essential as the reservoir fisheries management implies 
financial resources for developmental inputs by way of 
stocking, habitat improvement of management measures, etc. 
Outright auctioning of waters leads to indiscriminate 
exploitation as the contractor tries to get as much fish out 
of waters as possible (Dubey , 19B7). 
A rational exploitation policy is an important tool for 
augmenting the fish yield from the reservoirs. 
Gopalakrishnaya and Mathew Abraham (1982) are of the opinion 
that in the absence of rational stocking policy, the 
available food resources are utilized mainly by the minor 
carps, the forage fishes of the reservoirs resulting in 
suppression of the growth of major carps. Over exploitation 
is a major concern in the development of the reservoir 
fisheries. Illegal fishing and poaching by unauthorized 
persons is quite common. It has also been found that most of 
the illegal fishing is done during closed seasons, when fish 
particularly major carps go into shallower areas for breeding 
when those gravid fish are sluggish they easily fall prey to 
the poachers. At times a few stray fishermen resort to un-
approved fishing methods as poisons and bombs which while 
bringing a little extra cash in the short run are likely to 
deplete fish resources over long run. 
^3 
Unusual phenomenon of curing and processing of forage 
fish like ffxfaster bscaJJa has been noticed in one of the 
large reservoirs. These dried fishes are transported by train 
to Bihar and West Bengal where it fetches a good price. 
FISHINS METHODS AND IMPLEMENTS 
Fishing implements in the region vary in accordance with 
the hydrographical conditions in different areas. The 
fishermen generally use gill nets, cast nets arxtii drag nets 
which are popular. At times long lines are also used for 
commercial fish catches. 
SJJJ net z 
Gill net also called as f^sJa locally is widely used and 
are about 36 m long and 3.6 m deep with mesh size ranging 
between ^0 mm and 130 mm bar. Nylon twine are usually used 
for fabrication and operated by S or 3 persons. It is laid at 
night and in the morning the gilled fishes are taken out. It 
is used to catch carps and some catfishes. 
Ceistr net : 
Fishing with cast net locally known as gftumao is very 
common in all the reservoirs. The meshes of cast nets vary 
from SO mm and <+0 mm bar. The net is effective in small 
reservoirs. It is operated from the bank of the reservoirs 
and/or boats. 
Drag net : 
Drag net locally known as Cfta&ta jaJ is rarely used. It 
is having a single or double row of pockets at the bottom and 
mesh size vary from 50 mm to 80 mm. Mahajals are also used by 
the fishermen coming from Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. These nets 
ATG operated from one bank and are laid in the reservoir in a 
semi-circle then both the ends are dragged from the bank. 
These nets are generally operated by 10 to 1^ people in large 
reservoirs. Most of the major carps and catfishes are caught 
by this net. 
The fishermen use specially designed boats called Jongas 
and flat bottom boats of various sizes for fishing as well as 
for transporting of fishes. 
Jhingran (1988) said that use of practically zero mesh 
size disturbs the entire ecosystem involving various groups 
of fishes and the poor yield of fish from many reservoirs is 
right because of inadequate understanding of the ecosystem. 
^5 
CHAPTER-6 
D I 3 C U S 3 I O N 
It is evident from the foregoing description, that Suna 
district is potentially rich in inland water resources. 
Construction of several multipurpose projects and barrages 
across the rivers and streams has proved a boon to the 
fishery development in the region. The available water area 
provides ideal conditions for the flourishing of wide range 
of ichthyofauna. A review of scientific literature related to 
reservoirs reveals that a very few workers has worked on the 
reservoirs of this region. 
The present study on the reservoir fisheries is to look 
into the constraints for capture and culture fishery 
development. It is intended to recommend remedial measures to 
boost up the fisheries of the region. Among the 20 reservoirs 
Makrauda reservoir is more productive and easily accessible 
than other reservoirs, therefore it was surveyed extensively. 
The physico-chemical characteristics of water of Makrauda 
reservoir reveals that it is a medium productive reservoir 
and in long run it has potential for high fish production. 
Last five year data on fish production of the district 
remained in range between 6 to 8 kg/ha/yr which is between 
the national average fish yield of 6-1^ kg/ha/yr (Jhingran, 
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(19B8a). Khan and Siddiqui (1988) have also reported fish 
yield of about 7.5 kg/ha/yr in Bundelkhand region in Uttar 
Pradesh. From the fisheries point of view, the smaller the 
water area and the shallower the depth the higher the 
productivity is) per unit area. Since medium and large scale 
reservoirs are often constructed in remote places. Small 
reservoirs and pond provide better opportunities for fish 
/culture. Ponds located near the villages and cultivated land 
are most suited for fish cul ture (Tapiador eif- aJ, 1977). 
Fish catch in the region during 1985-90 has not shown 
much improvement and it has virtually remained stable. This 
trend in fish catch and the increase in minor carps and 
catfishes, it could reasonably said that there has been an 
excessive selective fishing for last several years with the 
result that the major carp catches especially of fish above S 
kg are declining sharply. Among the major carps there has 
been decrease in the production of rohu and catJa but the 
production of mrJpaJ has considerably increased. The 
effective measures for this is to employ large mesh size for 
catching Catia and smaller mesh sizes for Labeo species. The 
overall decrease in the landing of major carps inspite of 
regular stocking with carp fingerlings is a noteworthy 
feature. The predatory fishes consume substantial quantities 
of stock material. A similar situation was observed by Khalid 
(1990) in the Girna dam reservoir of Nasik district, 
hi 
Maharastra. It has been observed that a locally used 
Cfisttinet an improvised dragnet is used to exploit weed 
fishes for sundrying. This affects badly on the standing crop 
of major carp fishery as undersizned major carps are 
exploited along with the weed fishes. From the biological 
point of view, growth studies of all the commercial fish 
species appear necessary for the fixation of legal size for 
each fish species. 
The monsoon in this region sets at times from mid - June 
and lasts till end of September and hence the closed season 
should be from 15th June to 30th September. It has also been 
observed that during breeding season fishes move to the 
breeding grounds located near the tail end of reservoir. 
These breeding grounds need protection and hence be declared 
as sanctuaries. In Madhya Pradesh certain restrictions on 
fishing have been imposed which include number of control 
measures, such as regulations of mesh size, use of gill nets, 
restrictions on catching undersized major carps, restrictions 
on number of fishermen to be allowed for fishing, prohibition 
on using of poisons, crAcV-er^ etc. It has been revealed that 
stocking of fish seeds in some reservoirs are carried out at 
fr^ stages which proves feast for the catfishes. The 
catfishes have acquired dominance over other fish groups 
during last several years in some of the reservoirs. National 
Commission on Agriculture, Anon (1976) stressed the need to 
^8 
introduce suitable methods to bring down the predatory and 
trash fish population in order to improve the general 
productivity of major carps in reservoirs. It would 
therefore, be necessary to stock the reservoirs regularly 
with the following fast growing, non-predatory and compatible 
species of economic varieties and develop reservoirs on 
composite fish culture basis(Raghavachari, 1983). 
Indigenous carp 
Cs&Js catrJa 
Lsbeo roftjts 
CJrrfiJnt/s mrJgsJs 
Tor tor 
Tar ptf&J&or^ 
E x o t i c c a r p 
C&enop/t^rynffOiforr JJffJJs ( g r a s s c.air{i"> 
Cypri nt/s carp Jo (common c a r p ) 
fypop/tt/iajmjc/ttftys moJitrJx ( s i l v e r c a r p ) . 
E a r l i e r no au then t ic survey of f i s h fauna of t h i s r e g i o n 
was a v a i l a b l e . About 39 f i s h species of the r e s e r v o i r s of 
t h i s r e g i o n has been i d e n t i f i e d which were a v a i l a b l e in the 
^9 
markets as Mell as in the landing sites., Due to composite or 
mixed culture fishery developments, presence of CatJa catJn,, 
Labeo rohita, Labeo caJbasu, CJrrhJnt/s mrJgaJa are common. 
Another important fishery in the district is the Mahseer 
fishery. The growth of Mahseer in reservoirs is much slower 
than that of major carps but, besides being an excellent 
sport fish it is very delicious to eat and has a good demand 
in the market(Dubey, 1987). The Mahseer species available is 
7'ar pt/&j&ora. It has been experienced that reservoirs located 
in hilly areas, Mahseer has got acclimatized. It is available 
in Sanjay Sagar and Bharoli reservoir of the district.. 
Though, the percentage of its catches is very low but if 
stocking is taken up like that of major carp, not only would 
it survive well, but its catch composition will increase 
provided proper management on stocking and conservation is 
undertaken. Undoubtedly every effort should be made for the 
Mahseer species to preserve and flourish in the reservoir. 
The fishery department with collaboration with the tourism 
department should develop few angling spots for Mahseer in 
the district. But angling as a recreation should be permitted 
only after revival and propagation of Mahseer fishery in the 
region. With the new technology of induced breeding in the 
country, there is every hope of Mahseer's revival and 
propagation. Success has been achieved in breeding Mahseer 
artifically. Tor khuifree has been bred and reared at Lonavla 
(Kulkarni, - 1971). 
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During monsoon period there is a great loss of fishery 
from the reservoirs on account of the escape of fish from 
waste weir of the reservoir. Waste weirs along which radial 
gates operate, remain open during floods in monsoon period 
and lot of fish escapes through it. Fish loss through waste 
weirs has been reported from Sanjay Sagar reservoir. It was 
further noticed that maximum size of such fish escape were 
almost 50 cm long and 2-3 kg in weight. 
It is expected that a reliable data on water resources 
can be obtained with the help of remote sensing technology. 
However, cohesive effort is required by the research survey 
and training institutions, the centre and state governments, 
and the man who actually implement the programme so that the 
available resources are best utilised and a sustained 
production at a desired level is achieved. Unless the tribals 
are convinced of the feasibility and profitability they are 
unlikely to accept fisheries as a means of livelihood. It 
would be ideal if the people of surrounding areas are 
involved in reservoir development, hatchery management, seed 
production, rearing, stocking and harvesting. Guarding of 
fish stocks, net mending, boat and gear operation etc. would 
absorb a good number of unemployed youth and displaced 
f ishermen. 
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SUGGESTION 
The following measures are suggested for achieving high 
fish production from the reservoir water. 
At present stocking is done with fingerlings of about h 
cm resulting in high mortality. Larger fingerlings 
should be stocked for better survival of fishing. 
The stocking rate of fingerlings varies from 150 - 600 
finger 1ings/ha. As recommended by the Fish Seed 
Committee for Indian reservoir it should be ^95 
fingferlings/ha(Jhingran , 1986). 
As suggested by David ef aJ. (1969) early stocking 
should be avoided and the fingerlings are introduced 
into reservoir towards November - December, when the 
rate of outflow is less, which would enable them to grow 
quicker and remain within the reservoir. 
Regular fishing in the shallow areas of shore with 
indigenous gear can be adopted to remove juvenile 
catfishes as well as trash fishes. , 
Fishing during breeding season should be strictly banned 
as it adversely affects auto stocking. Gill net below 8 
cm should not be deployed in the reverine impoundments. 
Motorable roads should be constructed and linked to some 
of the selected landing site of the reservoirs. 
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CHAPTER-7 
S U M M A R Y 
A number of small and medium sized reservoirs have 
mushroomed in Guna district as a result of construction of 
several dams and barrages across the rivers and streams. Out 
of the total water spread area of 7^91.79 ha in the district, 
about 6108.8S ha are major, medium and minor reservoirs and 
the remaining 1382.97 ha are village ponds and tanks which 
include perennial and seasonal. The overall fish production 
of the the region has been found to be a meagre 6 kg to 8 
kg/ha/yr. Major carp production has considerably decreased 
from 56.18 per cent in 1985-86 to 23.63 per cent in 1989-90. 
This is due to low stocking of carp fry, predation of 
catfishes and poor rainfall during 1985-89, but the 
production of minor carps and catfishes have increased. 39 
species of fish belonging to 13 families were identified of 
which 20 were commercially important. Another important 
fishery is the Mahseer which is still in its infancy. The 
Mahseer species available are rar putitora. It is probably 
due to the fact that the region has most of the hilly terrain 
of Vindhyas and it find the needed ecology for breeding and 
propagation. Effective conservation measures has to be taken 
out for further propagation of Mahseer fishery. 
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Regular stocking of fish seed in the reservoir started 
from 1985-86 onwards with 7.^7 lakhs fish fry which is not 
enough for development of major carp fishery in the 
reservoir. It has revealed that among all the reservoirs 
Makrauda was found to be most productive. There are total 
eight carp fry rearing tanks at the site of the reservoirs 
including both artificial and natural. There are also^ five 
hatcheries including a Chinese hatchery which is capable to 
produce about ^3 lakhs of major carp fry every year. Present 
study of the reservoir fisheries in the district reveals 
that the fishery is under commercial exploitation and fish 
production is lower than their potential. 
Hydrobiological study of Makrauda reservoir from Guna 
showed that physico-chemical characteristics of water are 
within acceptable limits for aquatic production and the/ 
reservoir is rich in both zooplankton and phytoplankton. 
Fish being an inexpensive source of fish quality animal 
protein, has to play a significant role in mitigating 
malnutrition of the rural population. The government has 
taken several steps to improve the socio-economic conditions 
of the rural people which includes the tribals by 
Organization of Fisheries Co-operative Societies. The co-
operative societies extends loans to the fishermen for 
building huts, purchase of yarns etc. The fishing in the 
5^ 
district is done on per kg fixed royalty basis which is fixed 
at Rs.8/- per kg. The major constraints are the non-
availability of quality fish seed, insufficient marketing 
infrastructure, lack of proper training to tribals. 
Infrastructure and other facilities such as mechanised boats, 
housing facilities, accident group insurance scheme at 
subsidized rates should be provided to all the fishermen. 
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